One of the most important visual attributes for image analysis and pattern recognition is the texture. Its analysis allows to describe and identify different regions in the image through pixel organization, performing a better image description and classification. This paper presents a novel approach for texture analysis, based on calculation of the fractal dimension of binary images generated from a texture, using different threshold values. The proposed approach performs a complexity analysis as the threshold values changes, producing a texture signature which is able to characterize efficiently different texture classes. The paper illustrates the novel method performance on an experiment using Brodatz images.
Introduction
Texture is one of the most important visual attribute used for pattern recognition. It is characterized by repetition, exactly or with small variations, of a gray-scale or colors pattern over a region, and this pattern is straight connected with physical properties of the surface of the object [1, 2, 3] .
Its analysis allows to remark regions with same reflectance characteristics, and thus, the same colors in a determined combination of bands. This makes texture an excellent region descriptor, contributing for a more accurate process of image recognition, description and classification [1, 3, 4] .
Although its great importance in several applications, its analysis process demands a high level of sophistication and computer complexity. Moreover, it is a term which depends on our perception and still does not have a precise definition [1, 4] .
Fractal dimension [5, 6, 7] is a measure of how complex an object is. In texture, this complexity is characterized by pixels organization, i.e., the complexity is straight connected to the visual aspect of the texture. So, fractal dimension allows to quantify a texture in terms of homogeneity, and makes possible a comparison between different textures [7, 8] .
In this work we propose a novel approach for texture characterization based on complexity analysis. Opposite to compute the complexity straight from the gray-scale texture, our main interest is to obtain a texture signature based on the complexity of binary images computed from the original texture using different thresholds. The complexity analysis is performed through application of the BoxCounting fractal dimension [9, 10, 6, 7] over each binary image. The analysis of the obtained signature is performed using Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), which furnishes a reliable classification [11, 12] .
The paper is divided as follows. A brief review of complexity and fractal dimension is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we present a novel approach to apply the Box-Counting fractal dimension over gray-scale images in order to compute a texture signature. In Section 4 we set up an experiment to compare the performance of the proposed texture signature to 400 images of 40 different Brodatzs texture classes. Section 5 shows the results yielded by the proposed method, while in Section 6, the conclusions about the method are discussed.
Fractal Dimension
Complexity can be understood as a measure of how irregular an object is. Its is a term largely used on the literature, but, in spite of its importance, it lacks of an exact definition. An interesting way to estimate the complexity of an object is through fractal dimension.
Fractal dimension (F D) is a measure of how irregular or complex an object is. Different from topological dimension, an integer value which describes the number of dimensions of the space where the object is inserted, fractal dimension is a fractionary value which describes how much of the space an object occupies [6, 7] .
One of the most known and used methods to estimate the fractal dimension of an object is the Box-Counting method. Its due to characteristics like easy implementation and simplicity of the computation involved in the method. Its computation is performed overlaying an image A ∈ R 2 with a grid of squares of size r and counting the number of squares, N (r), necessary to cover the object in the image ( Figure 1 ) [9, 6, 7] .
The estimative of Box-Counting fractal dimension is based on relation between the size r used in the grid of squares and the number of squares, N (r), which contain a portion of the image object A:
From log-log plot of r versus N (r), we achieve a curve with α slope where
is the Box-Counting fractal dimension of the object A ( Figure 2 ) [13, 7, 10] . 
Proposed Method
In this work we propose a novel approach for texture characterization based on complexity analysis. The basic idea of the method is to compute the fractal dimension of binary images. These images are generated as we apply different thresholds in the texture under analysis. So, its possible to compose a texture signature that describes how image complexity changes as we increase the threshold used. Given a texture image A ∈ R 2 and a threshold value T i , T i ∈ T , a binary image A Ti is generated applying an δ Ti transformation as follow:
The complexity analysis is performed by applying the Box-Counting fractal dimension over the image A T : 
log(r) .
Considering different threshold values T i , its is possible to compute a texture signature ψ(A):
where N is the number of thresholds considered for the texture characterization.
Experiments
In order to evaluate the proposed method an experiment has been carried out. The method has been calculated for different images from the book of Brodatz [14] , which are largely used as benchmark for texture analysis in computer vision and image processing literature. For the experiment, 40 classes of images with 10 samples each has been employed. Each image sample is a portion of 200 × 200 pixels with 256 gray levels extracted from the original Brodatz image. One example of each of these 40 classes is showed in Figure 3 .
The analysis step has been carried out applying over the texture signatures a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), a well known method for estimating a linear subspace with good discriminative properties [11] . The idea of the method is to find a feature space where the data projection presents variance between the classes larger than the variance within the classes. LDA is a supervised method, so it needs the class definitions for the estimation process [11, 12] . A leave-one-out cross-validation scheme has been also employed.
An important issue in the method is the threshold set used to compute the texture signatures. The threshold set that better discriminate a texture set is that one which considers characteristics of the textures under analysis. So, a threshold selection approach has been used as follows:
1. For each texture in the database, compute its respective histogram; 2. Compute the mean histogram from the histograms of all textures. This mean histogram shows how the grays levels are distributed over the textures in the entire database; 3. Select N different threshold levels by applying the Otsu's method of multilevel threshold [15, 16] over the mean histogram;
This approach allows us to select the thresholds values where the betweenclass variance of the different gray levels in the database is maximum.
Results
To achieve a threshold set that better discriminate a texture is a difficult task. The choice of the thresholds values, as also the quantity of threshold values, depends on the characteristics presents in the textures under analysis. Multilevel Otsu's method is a reliable way to choose the optimal thresholds of an texture image by maximizing the between-class variance with an exhaustive search [15, 16] . When applied over the mean histogram of the texture database, multilevel Otsu's method furnishes a thresholds set related to the gray-levels distribution of the entire database, which allows to compose a more efficient texture signature ψ(A). Figure 4 shows the success rate of the proposed method as a function of the number of thresholds N computed by multilevel Otsu's method. As expected, we note a increase in the success rate as we increase the number of thresholds levels used to composed the texture signature ψ(A). This is due to the additional information about the texture complexity that is added to the signature vector. Each threshold value represents a gray-level where the homogeneity of the texture changes. Complexity analysis methods, such Fractal Dimension, measures the homogeneity of an image through its complexity. Multilevel Otsu's method combined with Fractal Dimension method allows to create a signature vector which describes the most relevant changes in texture complexity. In fact, using 70 threshold levels, the proposed method was able to classify correctly 97.00% of the texture samples. Figure 5 shows the texture complexity as a function of the threshold for four given texture samples of two different texture classes. Although fractal dimension value decreases as we increase the applied threshold, it is important to note that it occurs at different rates for each texture class. It evidences the use of the proposed feature vector ψ(A) as a feasible texture signature.
For comparison intentions, the proposed method have been compared with traditional texture analysis methods found in the literature. These descriptors are: Fourier descriptors [17] , Co-ocorrence matrices [18] and Gabor filters [19, 20, 21] . Several different versions have been found on literature for these methods, however this paper considers just their conventional implementation.
Fourier descriptors: in the experiments, Fourier descriptors for texture analysis are composed of a feature vector sufficing the energy of the 99 most meaningful coefficients of the Fourier Transform. As low frequencies are placed at the center of the spectrum (after performing a shifting operation), each one of the coefficients corresponds to the sum of the spectrum absolute values placed to a radial distance from the center of the bi-dimensional transformation.
Co-ocorrence matrices: basically, they are joint probability distributions between pairs of pixels at a determined distance and direction. In this paper • were used. Energy and entropy were computed from resulting matrices, totalizing a set of 16 descriptors. A non-symmetric version has been adopted in experiments.
Gabor filters: The 2-D Gabor filter is, basically, a bi-dimensional gaussian function moduled with an oriented sinusoid in a determined frequency and direction. This procedure consists of convolving an input image by a family of Gabor filters, which presents several scales and orientations of the same original configuration. Among numerous tests performed, the best results were achieved using a family of 16 filters (4 rotation filter and 4 scale filters), with frequency lower than 0.01 and superior than 0.3. Definition of the individual parameters of each filter follows mathematical model presented in [22] . Table 1 shows the yielded results presented by each method. We realize that, though the proposed method uses a simple texture discrimination approach, the yielded results overcome traditional texture methods. Moreover, the proposed method also presents the lowest error rate for class, what indicates a great capacity of discriminating different texture classes.
Conclusion
We have presented a new approach of texture feature extraction based on the Box-Counting fractal dimension. The method uses several threshold values applied over a texture image to compute the changes in its complexity. Thresholds are computed using the Otsu's method for multilevel threshold, which allows to choose the optimal thresholds by maximizing the between-class variance. The proposed approach outputs a curve strictly related to the configuration of the texture and, consequently, to its complexity. An experiment using the proposed signature and linear discriminant analysis to classify a set of Brodatz texture have been performed. The results show the great potential of the method to be used as a texture analysis methodology.
